A stochastically based approach for the semantic analysis component of a natural spoken language system for the ATlS task has been developed. The semantic analyzer of the spoken language system already in use at LIMSI makes use of a rule-based case grammar. In this work, the system of rules for the semantic analysis is =placed with a relatively simple, first order Hidden Markov Model. The performance of the two approaches can be compared because they use identical semantic representations despite their rather different methods for meaning extraction. We use an evaluation methodology that assesses performance at different semantic levels, including the database response comparison used in.the ARPA ATIS paradigm.
INTRODUCTION
We have been investigating the portability of the understanding component of a natural spoken language system. Stochastic methods are attractive because they can be adapted to new conditions (task, language) if appropriate training corpora are available. In this paper we present a strategy for semantic decodingin which a stochastic model replaces a rule-based analysis. Tbe rule-based system was originally developedfor L' ATIS 121, a French languagesystem for the Air Travel Information Services (ATIS) task. This component, basedon a case grammar formalism [3] , offers the advantage that it does not q u i r e verifying the comct syntactic shuctlllt of a query, but extracts its meaning using syn-as a constraint In order to investigate language poxtability, this component has been ported to American English using the ARPA ATIS2 corpus [7] . Both approaches rely on the same case grammar terminology enabling us to compare their performances. "The stochastic model, implemented as a first order Hidden Markov Model (HMM), has been trained on the answerable queries of the ARPA ATISO and ATlS2 corpus. Each query was semantically annotated on a word-by-word basis using the case frame based system. These annotations were manually comcted before training the stochastic model. The output of the stochastic decoderis a sequence of semantic expressions which can be directly converted to a semantic frame without supplementary interpretation rules. Tbe smngth of this method is that, except for the semantic labeling of the large corpus and the design of a conceptual preprocessing componenbthe system training is automatic. We use a multi-level evaluation methodology that assesses performance of the understanding module at different stages, i.e., the semantic representation at various levels of precision including the database response comparison adopted in the ATIS ARPA evaluation paradigm for natural language understanding systems [ 11. This allows for a precise error analysis when evaluating the two approaches, so as to detemine their relative strengths and weaknesses.
Evaluation using the ATIS ARPA reference answers allows for comparison with previously reported results on the same data.
RULEBASED CASE GRAMMAR
Spoken language understanding systems aim to extract the semantic content of a spoken query so as to be able to carry out an appropriate action. Human interaction via voice is of a spontaneous nature with spoken language esects such as false starts, =petitions and requests, which do not necessarily respect the written grammar.
It would thmfore be improvident to base the semantic extraction on a purely syntactic and sometimes incompleteamlysis of the input query. Parsing failures due to ungrammatical syntactic constructs may be reduced, if those portions containing important semantic information could be identified whilst ignoxing the nonasentialor redundant parts. The robust parsing in CMU's PHOENIX system follows this strategy and applies a case grammar formalism [4].
L' ATIS, a spoken language understanding system for a French version of the ARPA ATIS task has been previously described [2] . Its spoken language understanding component is also based on a case grammar formalism [3] which detects domain-related concepts and instanciates the corresponding semantic structure using a set of constraints. In the q u e s t Je voudrais ks vok de Denver a Pinsburgh pour demain s'il vourphCt (I WO& like the flights frvm Denver to Pinsburgh for tomomw pkuse) the concept is flight identified by the keyword vok, and the constraints an departure-town (Denver), amval-town (Pinsburgh) and departureday (&muin). From the point of view of the case grammar, the concept corresponds to the casual structure and the constraints comspond to the cases. In L'ATIS, the case grammar is described by a system of rules in a declarative file enumerating the totality of the casual smcturcs and the cases related to the application. The analysis of an input sentence consists of identifying its casual structure and of consrmcting a semantic representation in the form of a frame. The values of the constraints arc instanciated using the case markers. In the example phrase de Denver a Pittsburgh, the prepostition de designates the value Denver to be a departure-town and 6 designates Pittsburgh to be an arrivaltown. In order to investigate language portability, the spoken language understanding component was ported to American English using the type A queries of the ARPA ATIS2 corpus for iterative rule development and testing [9]. The porting pmess consisted of translating and modifying the case grammar and the rules for response generation. Throughout development, the understanding component was iteratively evaluated in order to monitor the consistency of the changes. With an extended domain coverage, the semantic analyzer contained 13 semantic categories making use of a set of 69 casesnearly twice as many as in theFrench system. The case grammar formalism was found to be easily portable to a new language by translation of the system of rules whilst considering some language specificities. Figure 1 shows an overview of the understanding system where a stochastic model replaces the system of rules for the semantic analysis. Along with using the same set of symbolic labels used in the case frame approach, the speech recognizer, conceptual preprocessor, DBMSquery and response generator are shared. During training, the parameter estimator estimates the parameters of the stochastic model given preprocessed word sequences(the observations) and the corresponding semantic sequences (the states). The semantic sequences can be derived from the case frame representation by aligning the concepts, case markers and constraining values. The s e " tic decoder, an ergodic bigram backoff HMM [5] , outputs the most likely semantic sequencegiven the unknown input query. Using the token-value pairs of the preprocessed query, the template matcher reconverts the semantic sequence into a semantic frame for use by the database access and response generation components.
STOCHASTIC CASE FRAME ANALYSIS
We now discuss the conceptualdata preprocessing,the semantic representation, and the model topology applied in the stochastic system.
Conceptual preprocessor
Stochastically-based approaches require substantial amounts of data for parameter estimation. In the domain of natural spoken language understanding, data annotation is quite difficult and expensive. As a result, the corpora are limited in size which is problematic for maximum likelihood estimators as they do not adequately model events that are rarely observed in the training data. In addition to backoff techniques [SI, one possible solution is to preprocess the data using a conceptual analysis. Unification of the input simplifies the work done during semantic analysis, but more importantly reduces the number of parameters and thus the model size. Such preprocessing is relatively easy in a limited task such as ATIS. However this type of analysis is rather domain-dependent and delicate to mainip ulate. In order to cany out a systematic and exhaustive conceptual analysis, the preprocessing component in [2] has been extended and refined. After morphological analysis, the number of lexical entries is reduced to 737. The conceptual preprocessoraansforms the example uzterance Showflight American Airlines fourteen forty three (atis0 - In the stochastic approach, the notion of locality for case markers is implicitly contained in the semantic sequence, and the initial case grammar formalism is adopted, e.g. combine to more complex semnnric expressions. In the example AA is both the value of the case airline (v:airiine) and a marker for the flight-number (mflightnum) 1443. In both the case grammar and the rule-based method, the semantic annotation is not exhaustive. It considers only those words of the input query that are related to the concept and its constraints. However, in order to correctly estimate the model parameters, the stochastic approach requires a complete annotation of the input query. Each contextual unit of the input query must have a corresponding a semantic label. To assure this the label (dummy) is introduced for those contextual word units that are judged to be not needed for the task. In the example query, show.
b600clsx)into ( f i l l ) ( f 1 i g h t ) A A 2443.

Semantic representation
which was transformed to the class ( f i l l ) corresponds to the semantic label (dummy). 
RULE-BASED
The se,mented corpus contains a total of 330 different semantic expressions, defined to be the states of a first order HMM. (Figure 2) . Given that the rule-based understanding component is not error-free, the preliminary labels must be verified.
In order to simplify this task, all semantic representations that have judged incorrect according to the database response evaluation [ 1) are fiagged for manual correction. contains two keywords corresponding to the different concepts (<airfare>) and (<flight>). In the rule-based approach, the identification of the appropriate concept is guided by the order in which the keywords appear in the query and by the rule application order of the case grammar. Once a keyword is chosen, other keywords within the query are ignored. In the current implementation of the stochastic system the word units output from the conceptual preprocessor are considered as the observations, and are modeled independently of their context. The system therefore fails on the example query because it identifies the two concepts. 25.8% of the errors on the individual semantic expressions were related to this type of problem.
MULTI-LEVEL
The difference in the accuracy on the semantic sequences and the concepthahe sequences for the stochastic system indicates that the markm and values are less tightly coupled than in the rule-based system. This means that an incomct case marker may still be followed by a correct value. In the rule-based system where an incorrect case marker leads to an incorrect case value, the p e r f o m c e result not change.
A priori we may expect that the database response evaluation should yield the highest performance, as even an incorrect semantic representation can potentially yield a comct database response. However, there is not a large difference, and for the case-frame analysis the results are worse. We attribute this difference to the difficulty of matching the response generator to the "rules of interpretation" adopted in the ARPA community.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have presented a stochastic w e frame approach for natural spoken language understanding as an altemative to the system of rules for semantic analysis previously described. The strength of the stochastic method is that it limits the human effort in system development to the tasks of data labeling and maintenance of the conceptual preprocessingcomponent. The labeling task is much simpler than maintainance (and extension) of the c a s e -h e grammar rules. A multi-level evaluation method has been used, that involves performance tests on different semantic levels, including the database response level adopted in the ARPA community.
Error analysis of this simple stochastic system revealed an essential problem related to the lack of contextual infomtion, as well as the difficulty to update the response generation part in global systems performance. We are now planning to introduce broad contextual information into the stochastic model to improve performance. we also are investigating the use of a domain-independent morphologic 4 score analysis to replace the conceptual preprocessing in order to further increase the flexibility and portability of the system towards new domains and languages.
